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(The following is in addition to the Standard Operating Procedures for All Ranges) 
 
Outdoor Range Hours - Monday through Friday 8:00 AM to sunset. Saturday, Sunday and 
holidays 9:00 AM to sunset. 
 
Handling of Firearms - There shall be no handling of firearms when the line is safe.  
 
Firearms Allowed - Includes rifles, handguns and shotguns. Legal full automatics are 
acceptable but may NOT be fired on full auto or 3 round burst.  They may only be fired as semi 
auto or single shot. 
 
Direction Of Fire - Fire only in established directions, with the intended impact berm for a 
backstop.  All rounds and shot must be contained into the appropriate impact berm. 
 
Do not fire across established firing lanes.  No aerial firing. 
 
Allowed Calibers - .50 cal BMG is prohibited.  All other rifle, pistol, black powder and shotgun 
calibers are allowed (no tracers, incendiaries, or armor piercing).  No aerial firing is allowed. 
Individual disciplines may specify the firearm type and caliber fired during scheduled matches or 
practices. Discipline directors or RSOs have final authority. 
 
Targets Allowed - Only paper targets or “approved” steel targets are allowed on the Dynamic 
Range.  “Approved” steel means steel reactionary targets that move when hit, e.g. dueling tree, 
spinners, plate rack, poppers, etc.  Any fixed steel targets must have at least a 10 degree down 
angle.  This is to reduce chance of ricochets and to deflect bullets down.  Do not use cans, 
bottles, plastic jugs, target frames, etc. as targets.   
 
Portable Target Standards - may be used at any distance between the firing line and the 165 
yard berm. They must hold only paper targets.  Standards are to be returned to the specified 
area when done.  
 
Benches - portable benches may be used at the DR range.  Benches must be returned to the 
specified area when done. 
 
Shooter Positions - Shooters firing semi-automatic firearms should position themselves to 
reduce the chance of others being hit with their ejected cases. Shooters using "muzzle-brakes" 
should distance themselves from other shooters as much as possible.  
 
Shooters may position themselves at any distance from the 165 yard berm back to the Dynamic 
Range firing line (200 yard firing line).  All shooters must shoot from the same firing line.  
Common courtesy dictates when a new firing line is chosen.  Shooters are to respect the needs 
of others and not hold the same distance for an inordinate length of time. An hour at one 
distance is reasonable. When shooting prone, sitting or kneeling targets must be placed so that 
all bullet impacts are into the appropriate impact berm.   
 
Moving While Shooting 
If you are the only person shooting you may shoot while moving to the side, up or down range 
or diagonally (while always keeping the bullets in the impact berm).  When more than one 
shooter is shooting at a time a DRRC Range Safety Officer must be present to oversee the 
activity if there is going to be movement while shooting. 
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Cleaning Your Area - Police all of your empty cases and used targets.  Put discarded brass in 
the appropriate brass can and take all trash to the appropriate trash containers at the 100 yard 
range. 
 
Driving On Dynamic Range Fairway – No vehicles are allowed on known distance fairway 
during times of inclement weather when damage to turf may occur. No vehicles shall drive on 
shooting berms. 
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